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Abstract The structures and properties of noncovalent
interactions involving three imidazoliophane receptors
1–3 and halide anions have been investigated by means
of density functional theory calculations. To account for
the influence of the solvent environment, the implicit
polarized continuum model was also employed. For the
halogenated cyclophane receptors 1 and 2, the halide
ions are held by a bidentate array of halogen bonds (C−Br/
C−I...X−), while multiple hydrogen-bonding interactions
(C−H...X−) are present in the complexes of the nonha-
logenated macrocyclic receptor 3. To accommodate the neg-
atively charged guest anions, the structures of 1 and 2 fully
reorganize into a calix-like shape, while both the imidazole
and benzene rings in 3 tend to point towards the anions and
thus rotate to form a cage-like shape. In both the gas phase and
aqueous solution, the binding affinities of the anions for
halogen-bonding receptors 1 and 2 become stronger than
those for hydrogen-bonding receptor 3. The results reported
here should prove to be of great value in the design and
synthesis of effective and selective anion receptors based on
halogen bonding.
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Introduction

The design and synthesis of artificial receptors with high
affinity and selectivity for specific anions is an area of
intense current interest, due to the important roles of nega-
tively charged species in chemical, biological, medical, and
environmental processes [1–12]. Hydrogen bonding has
been, by far, the noncovalent interaction most frequently
employed in the design of anion receptors [13–18]. Howev-
er, many anion receptors that rely upon other intermolecular
forces, including complementary electrostatic, Lewis acid-
base, and anion–π interactions, have been developed in
recent years [19–25]. Such studies have provided insight
into the interactions utilized and thus offer new strategies to
achieve the recognition and binding of anions.

Halogen bonding, a specific noncovalent interaction in
which halogen atoms act as electrophiles, has been the
subject of numerous studies in such diverse fields as crystal
engineering, supramolecular architectures, and biological
design [26–34]. As demonstrated by Murray and co-
workers, covalently bound halogens X display a region of
positive electrostatic potential (the so-called sigma-hole)
centered around the extension of the R−X bonds, which
primarily accounts for the directionality of halogen bonding
[31, 35–39]. To date, most applications of halogen bonding
have involved the solid state; evidence of this interaction in
a solution phase is rare [40–45]. The recognition of anions
in solution by halogen bonding is only now being uncov-
ered, and some anion receptors based on this specific inter-
action have been developed [46–50]. For example, two
kinds of receptors capable of tightly binding halide ions
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via multidentate halogen bonds have been reported recently
[46, 47], and these represent the first macrocyclic systems in
which the cooperative behavior of multiple halogen bond
donors is applied to achieve high selectivity and affinity in
dilute solution. Furthermore, to improve the anion-recognition
capabilities of interlocked binding pockets, halogen-bonding
rotaxane host systems based upon halogenated triazolium and
imidazolium axles (a central shaft for a rotating wheel or gear)
have been developed [48, 49]. Very recently, Taylor and
co-workers explored anion recognition through a combination
of halogen and hydrogen bonding [51]. Nonetheless, in con-
trast to hydrogen bonding, the use of solution-phase halogen
bonding to control and facilitate anion recognition is still in its
infancy.

A common approach to preparing molecules that coordi-
nate with anions is to add hydrogen bond donor groups, D−H,
to an organic scaffold, thus yielding receptors that can interact
with anions via hydrogen bonding [10, 11, 52, 53].
Over the past several years, a number of hosts containing
a variety of D−H groups, such as amides, thioamides, sulfo-
namides, amines, pyrroles, imidazolium cations, ureas, thio-
ureas, and guanidinium cations, have been extensively
investigated from both experimental and theoretical view-
points [12, 54–59]. For example, in 2008, Cavallotti et al.
examined the properties of nonbonding interactions involving
guanidinium-functionalized hosts and carboxylate substrates
using a combination of ab initio and molecular dynamics
approaches [60]. More recently, the binding behaviors of 27-
membered macrocyclic triureas towards several anions
through multiple hydrogen-bonding interactions were studied
with density functional theory (DFT) calculations [61]. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, few theoretical studies
concerning halogen-bonding-basedmacrocyclic receptors and
their binding behaviors with anions have been reported
up to now. It is well documented that the strength of halogen
bonding is comparable to that of hydrogen bonding, but it
has a more strictly linear geometry and different steric
requirements [26]. Therefore, the incorporation of halo-
gen atoms into anion–receptor frameworks should sig-
nificantly influence the binding behavior of the receptor
from both geometric and energetic perspectives. Considering
the increasing importance of halogen bonding in the
development of effective anion receptors, it is necessary
to elucidate the binding properties of halogenated macro-
cyclic receptors with guest anions from a theoretical point of
view.

In this paper, we present a quantum chemical study of the
structures and characteristics of nonbonding interactions
involving three imidazoliophane receptors 1–3 (hexafluor-
ophosphate salts, see Fig. 1) and halide anions (F−, Cl−, Br−,
I−). The X-ray crystal structure of the bromoimidazolio-
phane receptor 1 has already been determined [47]. The
host molecule 2 is derived from 1 by substituting the two

Br atoms on the imidazole rings with I atoms. The associ-
ation constants for bromide receptor 1 and its protic form 3
with different halide ions have been experimentally deter-
mined in competitive aqueous media (9:1 CD3OD/D2O),
and the halide-binding strength decreases according to the
trend bromide > iodide > chloride > fluoride ions when
using the brominated receptor 1 [47]. For the halogenated
receptors 1 and 2, halide ions should be held by a bidentate
array of halogen bonds (C2−Br/ C2−I...X−), while multiple
hydrogen-bonding interactions (C2−H/C8−H...X−) are
expected to occur in the systems of the nonhalogenated
receptor 3 [47]. It should be noted that, in recent years,
many exciting and significant results have been obtained
by applying new imidazolium receptors to various anionic
targets, such as ATP, DNA, and also simple anions [62].

Computational details

The geometries of all the receptors and anion complexes
were fully optimized in vacuum using Becke’s three-
parameter exchange functional combined with the gradient-
corrected correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr
(B3LYP) [63, 64]. Unless otherwise specified, no geometry
and symmetry constraints were imposed during the calcula-
tions. The B3LYP method has recently been demonstrated to
provide reasonably good descriptions of charged strong hal-
ogen bonds [65]. Also, this hybrid functional has been wide-
ly utilized in the study of nonbinding interactions between
macrocyclic receptors and various anions [60, 61]. The cc-
pVDZ-PP basis set—which uses pseudopotentials to de-
scribe the inner core orbitals—was employed for iodine,
while the cc-pVDZ basis set was applied for all other atoms
[66]. Frequency calculations were carried out at the same
theoretical level to confirm that the structures obtained cor-
respond to energetic minima.

The interaction energy (ΔEint) was defined as the differ-
ence between the total energy of the complex and the sum of
the total energies of the minimum geometry of the receptor
and the halide ions. The basis set superposition error (BSSE)
was corrected by the standard counterpoise (CP) method of
Boys and Bernardi [67]. The structural deformation energy
(ΔEdeform) was estimated as the difference between the total
energy of the binding geometry of the receptor on one hand
and that of the minimum geometry on the other. To inves-
tigate the capacity of B3LYP/cc-pVDZ to accurately predict
the geometries and energetics of the macrocyclic systems
under study, calculations were also performed on the simple
complexes of ion pair 4, composed of a bromoimidazole
cation and a PF6

− anion (see Fig. 1 of the “Electronic
supplementary material,” ESM) at the B3LYP and second-
order Moller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) [68] levels
with the same or a larger basis set. For some macrocyclic
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anion complexes, single-point energy calculations using the
B3LYP/cc-pVDZ geometries were carried out at the
B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p)-aVDZ level (aug-cc-pVDZ for Cl,
Br, and I atoms, and 6-31++G(d,p) for the other atoms) to
check the convergence.

Calculations in aqueous solution were performed via the
standard polarizable continuum model (PCM) at the
B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level of theory [69–71]. The molecular
cavity was constructed by the united atom topological mod-
el (UAO) employing the default radii [69]. This implicit
solvation approach has been successfully used to investigate
solvent effects on halogen bonding with a broad range of
strengths [65]. The optimized geometries in the gas phase
were utilized as starting points for the optimizations in water
with a dielectric constant of 78.39. All of the calculations
reported in this work were carried out with the help of the
Gaussian 03 suite of programs [72].

Results and discussion

Binding geometries and energies for the small complexes
of ion pair 4

The B3LYP/cc-pVDZ optimized structures for the simple
complexes of brominated ion pair 4 with halide ions (4−F−,
4−Cl−, 4−Br− and 4−I−) are displayed in Fig. 1 of the ESM.
The key geometrical parameters and interaction energies for
these systems calculated at various levels are summarized in
Table 1 of the ESM. For the most stable geometry of ion pair
4, the PF6

− anion is most favorably located above the
imidazole ring, as it forms multiple F...H hydrogen bonds
with methyl moieties on the ring, which agrees well with the
X-ray crystallographic structure of the brominated macro-
cyclic receptor 1 [47]. The optimized equilibrium C−Br...X−

contacts at the three theoretical levels are essentially linear
(≈ 180°); all the predicted intermolecular distances are sig-
nificantly smaller than the sums of the van der Waals (vdW)
radii of the atoms involved [73], quite similar to the struc-
tural characteristics of conventional strong halogen bonds

[26, 65]. As compared to the other two theoretical approaches
used, B3LYP/cc-pVDZ yields rather shorter halogen bonding
lengths, consistent with the more negative interaction energies
estimated at this level of theory. However, the differences in
the intermolecular distances found at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ
and B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ or MP2/cc-pVDZ levels are less
than 0.1 Å; the intermolecular separations for the complexes
obtained with the three methods increase in the same order:
F− < Cl− < Br− < I−.

Not unexpectedly, the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ method overes-
timates the interaction energies to some extent, especially
for 4−F−. A previous study of the molecular recognition of
resorcin[4]arene receptors also revealed that compared to
MP2, B3LYP predicts much greater interaction energies for
the F− complexes [74]. Nonetheless, the order of halide ion
affinity (F− > Cl− > Br− > I−) is the same, whichever of the
three methods is used, which accords with the increase in
the intermolecular distances for the X− complexes. At this
point, it is worth mentioning that the interaction energies
calculated with B3LYP/cc-pVDZ correlate well with those
of B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ and MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ; the linear
correlation coefficients (R2) are both as high as 0.996.
Therefore, the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ calculations are reliable
for predicting the relative order of halide ion affinity
strength. Considering the large size of the macrocyclic sys-
tems under study, which prohibits the use of high-level
theoretical methods, the hybrid B3LYP functional with the
medium-sized basis set cc-pVDZ was employed in the cal-
culations of imidazoliophane receptors and complexes of
them with X−.

Upon performing B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations, the
interaction energies of these complexes were found to range
from −23.44 kcal mol−1 to −48.33 kcal mol−1, thus indicating
strong Br...X− interactions in these systems. In particular,
halogen bonds in the brominated ion pair complexes become
stronger than those in iodo-perfluorocarbon (I-PFC) systems
[65]. For example, at the same theoretical level, the interaction
energies for the complexes of iodo-pentafluorobenzene with
Cl−, Br−, and I− are estimated to be in the range −20.06 to
−26.34 kcal mol−1 [65]. It is well known that the major

Fig. 1 Chemical structures of the three imidazoliophane receptors 1–3 under study
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breakthrough in the application of halogen bonding in crystal
engineering was based on the organic supramolecular archi-
tectures derived from specific synthons containing I-PFCs
[26], because of their effectiveness at producing strong halo-
gen bonds. Clearly, halogen bonding based on halogenated
imidazolium ion pairs shows great potential for application in
the design and synthesis of novel and high-value functional
materials. The calculations presented here may also provide
some useful information when developing new and task-
specific imidazolium ionic liquids.

Conformational features of receptors 1–3

In Beer’s work, single X-ray crystals for the anti and syn
isomers of the brominated receptor 1 were both obtained
[47]. The two structures can also be located using the
B3LYP/cc-pVDZ method, as graphically depicted in
Fig. 2. In the syn structure, the two bromoimidazolium
groups are almost parallel to each other, with the Br...Br

distance being equal to 4.68 Å; the two PF6
− anions are

located over the imidazole rings and form multiple F...H
hydrogen bonds with methyl groups on the rings—very
similar to the structure of ion pair 4. The anti structure has
the same arrangement; however, the two Br atoms on the
imidazole rings are in the anti position [d(Br...Br) 0 6.28 Å].
A comparison between the calculated geometrical data and
the X-ray crystal structures reveals that the calculated struc-
tures compare relatively well to the X-ray structures [47].
The computed bond lengths of the imidazole and benzene
rings are within 0.05 Å of the X-ray values, and the differ-
ences between the predicted bond angles of the rings and
experimental values are less than 3°. In the case of the anti
isomer, each bromoimidazolium group can interact with one
halide ion, whereas for the syn isomer, bidentate halogen
bonds between two bromoimidazolium moieties and one
halide ion can be expected. At the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level,
the anti structure is calculated to be only about 0.80 kcal
mol−1 more stable than the syn structure. Thus, in the

Fig. 2 The structures of receptors 1–3 optimized at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level
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following discussion, the syn structures of the receptors that
can form bidentate halogen bonds with halide ions are
considered.

As mentioned above, host molecule 2 is built from the
brominated receptor 1, so the optimized geometries of the
two halogenated receptors are quite similar to one another.
Nevertheless, due to the larger size of the I atoms compared
to the Br atoms, as well as the greater steric repulsion
between them, the separation between the two parallel imi-
dazolium groups in 2 is larger than in 1 (5.05 Å vs 4.68 Å).
As shown in Fig. 2, the structure of the nonhalogenated
receptor 3 is strikingly different to those of the halogenated
ones: the two PF6

− anions in this structure prefer to ap-
proach the C2−H fragments asymmetrically, which can be
explained by the fact that, compared with the methyl groups
on the imidazole ring, the C2−H should form stronger H...F
interactions with PF6

−. The shortest H(C2)...F distances
amount to 2.54 Å and 1.96 Å, respectively, for the two PF6

−

anions, reflecting the asymmetric structure of receptor 3, in
which one PF6

− anion is located above the C2−H fragment
while the other tends to move slightly below the fragment.
This finding is presumably ascribed to steric demands and
electrostatic repulsion, which prevents the two PF6

− anions
approaching the C2−H fragments in a symmetric way. In fact,
the dipole moment of 3 is computed to be 16.48 D, consider-
ably larger than those of 1 and 2 (2.43 D and 5.04 D).

Binding geometries and energetics for the complexes
of receptors 1–3

The optimized geometries of the anion complexes of recep-
tors 1–3 are depicted in Figs. 3, 4, and 5. The key structural
parameters and dipole moments of these complexes are

Inspection of Fig. 5 reveals that in the complexes of the
nonhalogenated receptor 3, four hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions (two C2−H...X− and two C8−H...X− hydrogen bonds)
are present. These nonbonding interactions have long been
recognized and explored, because of their decisive roles in
receptor–anion binding [77–79]. Due to the small size of the
fluoride ion and the formation of strong H...F− hydrogen
bonds, F− resides at the center of the cavity, while the other
three anions undergo a slight departure from the center, as

Fig. 3 Optimized structures of
the complexes of receptor 1 at
the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level
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given in Tables 1 and 2. As anticipated, for the halogenated
receptors 1 and 2, halide ions are held by two equivalent X...
X− interactions that are less linear than those in the simple
complexes of ion pair 4. Moreover, the intermolecular X...
X− distances in the macrocyclic systems appear to be much
greater than those for the corresponding small complexes.
For example, at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level, the Br...Br−

distances in 4−Cl− and 1−Cl− are estimated to be 2.66 Å
and 2.88 Å, respectively, while the C−Br...Br− angles
amount to 176° and 162° for the two complexes. Obviously,
individual halogen bonds in the macrocyclic systems are
much weaker than those in the complexes of ion pair 4.
This is not surprising, due to the effect of the steric hin-
drance of the two imidazole rings as well as electrostatic
repulsion between the two electropositive halogen atoms.
The F− complexes show the shortest intermolecular distan-
ces (about 2.40 Å), a reduction of approximately 30%
compared to the sum of the vdW radii of the atoms involved
[73], indicating that the strongest halogen bonds occur in the
F− systems (vide infra). The intermolecular distances in the
complexes tend to decrease in the order I− > Br− > Cl− > F−,
which has been widely established in many macrocyclic
receptor systems, such as triazolophanes, tetramine hex-
aether, and triurea [61, 75, 76].



shown in Fig. 2 of the ESM. In all cases, the benzene
C8−H...X− hydrogen bonds appear to be weaker than the
imidazolium C2−H...X− interactions, as indicated by the
much longer H(C8)...X− distances. Therefore, the major
driving force for complexation between receptor 3 and
halide ions should come from the two imidazole C2−H...
X− hydrogen bonds, while the two benzene C8−H...X−

interactions also contribute to the binding of the anions.
The participation of benzene hydrogen bonding in anion

binding has also been demonstrated in the recent litera-
ture [80].

For the anion complexes of 1 and 2, the formation of X...
X− halogen bonds affects the interactions between PF6

− and
imidazolium groups only marginally; multiple F...H hydro-
gen bonds between PF6

− and the methyl moieties on the
imidazole rings were also discovered. However, when guest
anions are present in the nonhalogenated receptor 3, the
PF6

− group above the C2−H fragment tends to be located

Fig. 4 Optimized structures of
the complexes of receptor 2 at
the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level

Fig. 5 Optimized structures of
the complexes of receptor 3 at
the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level
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over the imidazole ring, much like the other PF6
− (see

Fig. 5). In fact, the dipole moments of the complexes of 3
are calculated to be considerably smaller than that of the free
receptor. Apparently, the presence of halide ions moves the
PF6

− anion away from the C2−H fragment, on account of
electrostatic repulsion between the halide ions and the PF6

−.
The variation in the C−H/C−X bond lengths upon com-

plex formation is an important structural feature of hydrogen
and halogen bonding. It can be readily appreciated from
Table 1 that all the imidazolium C2−X distances increase
by about 52∼84 mÅ upon complexation, consistent with the
weakening of the C2−X bond by electron donation from
halide anions into the C2−X antibonding orbital. Notably,
the C−I bond in the systems of 2 undergoes more pro-
nounced elongation than the C−Br bond in the complexes
of 1, thereby suggesting stronger I...X− halogen bonds in the
former cases. Similarly, the strengths of the C−H...X− hy-
drogen bonds in the complexes of 3 can also be inferred
from the increases in the C−H bond distances. As shown in
Table 2, larger elongations of the C2−H bond relative to
C8−H indicate stronger C2−H...X− hydrogen bonds in these
systems.

To accommodate the negatively charged guest anions, the
structures of the halogen-bonding receptors 1 and 2 fully
reorganize into a calix-like shape (the imidazolium-
imidazolium plane angles 0 20∼50°), attracting the two
positively charged halogen atoms more closely, as shown

in Figs. 3 and 4. Moreover, the X(C2) atoms do not seem to
be in the imidazolium plane; the X–C2–N1–C5 dihedral
angles amount to approximately 165°. Clearly, the X(C2)
atoms tend to point towards halide anions by forming strong
X...X− interactions, whereas the two imidazole rings are
unlikely to rotate completely inwards due to high steric
repulsion between them. Not surprisingly, structural varia-
tions of the F− complexes are much more pronounced than
the systems of other halide anions, because the host cavity is
relatively large for the fluoride ion (see Fig. 3 of the ESM).
In fact, the deformation energies for the F− complexes are
substantial, ranging from 15.08 kcal mol−1 to 19.02 kcal
mol−1 (cf. Table 3), which confirms that huge changes in
distances, angles, and conformations are required to achieve
strong binding of F−. Similar to receptors 1 and 2, the H
(C2)...H(C2) distances in the hydrogen-bonding receptor 3
are also shortened by 0.52∼1.70 Å upon complexation.
Nonetheless, the distances between the two H(C8) atoms
in the complexes of 3 become somewhat larger, as a result
of the formation of weak C8−H...X− interactions. As dis-
played in Fig. 5, when guest anions are present, both the
imidazole and benzene rings in receptor 3 tend to point
towards the anions and thus rotate to form a cage-like shape.

Calculated energetic data for the studied complexes are
collected in Table 3. At the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level, the
predicted interaction energies for the anion complexes under
investigation are within the range −39.02 to −84.30 kcal

Table 1 Selected structural
parameters and dipole moments
for the complexes of 1 and 2a

aDistances are given in ang-
stroms, angles in degrees, and
dipole moments in debyes
bThe variation in the C2−X bond
length upon complexation

Complexes μ d(X...
X−)

!(C2−X...
X−)

Δd
(C2−X)b

d(X(C2)...
X(C2))

d(H(C8)...
H(C8))

d(C2...C2)

1−F− 5.98 2.308 160.1 0.062 3.282 3.077 4.934

1−Cl− 8.77 2.881 161.6 0.052 3.585 3.069 4.901

1−Br− 8.08 3.034 162.0 0.056 3.649 3.043 4.902

1−I− 8.07 3.271 162.7 0.057 3.742 3.050 4.903

2−F− 1.97 2.405 155.8 0.079 3.466 2.952 5.078

2−Cl− 4.45 2.966 158.0 0.073 3.733 2.938 4.998

2−Br− 3.66 3.114 158.8 0.078 3.784 2.938 4.995

2−I− 3.17 3.333 159.5 0.084 3.867 2.936 4.988

Table 2 Selected structural parameters and dipole moments for the complexes of 3a

Complexes μ d(H(C2)...
X−)

!(C2−H ...
X−)

d(H(C8)...
X−)

!(C8−H...
X−)

Δd
(C2−H)b

Δd
(C8−H)c

d(H(C2)...
H(C2))

d(H(C8)...
H(C8))

d(C2...
C2)

3−F− 9.55 1.686 1.688 148.7 148.6 1.932 1.939 176.0 175.7 0.034 0.012 3.182 3.272 4.619

3−Cl− 11.53 2.335 2.392 144.8 140.1 2.456 2.570 165.8 167.7 0.012 0.006 4.063 3.311 4.878

3−Br− 11.01 2.512 2.578 144.9 140.1 2.648 2.771 159.8 162.2 0.010 0.005 4.216 3.274 4.912

3−I− 10.19 2.766 2.869 145.4 139.2 2.969 3.087 149.5 155.1 0.008 0.003 4.415 3.205 4.945

a Distances are given in angstroms, angles in degrees, and dipole moments in debyes
b The mean variation in the two C2 −X bond lengths upon complexation
c The mean variation in the two C8 −H bond lengths upon complexation
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mol−1 in gas phase. Relative to the systems of 3, the com-
puted interaction energies for the complexes of 1 and 2
show an increase in absolute value. Therefore, the binding
affinities of the anions strengthen with the addition of hal-
ogen atoms to the imidazole rings of the cyclophane recep-
tor. As expected, the interaction energies of the complexes
of 2 are calculated to be about 10 kcal mol−1 greater than
those of the systems of 1, thus suggesting stronger I...X−

halogen bonds in the former. From Table 3, it is also seen
the binding affinities of anions for receptors 1–3 decrease in
the same order F− > Cl− > Br− > I− in vacuum, which has
been widely established in many macrocycilc systems with
halide ions [61, 75, 76]. Additionally, there is a good corre-
lation (R2 0 0.985) between the interaction energies attained
with B3LYP/cc-pVDZ and B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p)-aVDZ,
further validating the reliability of B3LYP/cc-pVDZ for
predicting the relative order of halide anion affinity strength.

According to the above discussion, the incorporation of
halogen atoms into the bis(imidazolium) macrocyclic frame-
work leads to disparate conformations of the receptor to
accommodate halide ions as well as entirely different bind-
ing behaviors towards the anions, enabling halide ion rec-
ognition to take place by pure halogen-bonding interactions.
Moreover, with the presence of halogen atoms in the imid-
azole rings, the binding affinity of halide ions for the cyclo-
phane receptor improves. Clearly, halogen-bonding-based
receptors have great potential applications in anion
recognition.

Solvent effect on binding properties

To explore the effects of solvent on the binding affinities of
anions, all of the X− complexes under study were examined

in aqueous solution using the implicit PCM method. The
key geometrical parameters for the complexes optimized in
water are collected in Tables 2 and 3 of the ESM. As can be
seen, all of the intermolecular X...X− distances in the com-
plexes of 1 and 2 are elongated by 0.10∼0.40 Å due to
solvent effects, while halogen-bonding angles remain al-
most unchanged in water [∠(C2−X...X−) ≈ 160°]. Clearly,
X...X− halogen bonds are destabilized in aqueous solution
[65]. Due to the increased X...X− distances, the separations
between the two imidazole rings in the complexes increase
in water. However, the distances between the two H(C8)
atoms on the phenyl groups change slightly in water, and
all the trends for the intermolecular distances observed in
the gas phase are reproduced in aqueous media. Due to
solvent effects, all the H...X− distances in the systems of 3
are found to increase as well, thereby suggesting the weak-
ening of hydrogen-bonding interactions in solution [61, 76].
In a water environment, imidazolium H(C2)...X− hydrogen
bonds are less linear, but it has shorter H...X− distances than
that of benzene H(C8)...X−, similar to those seen in vacuum.

The interaction energies of all the complexes under in-
vestigation are greatly reduced by solvent effects (see
Table 3). Hence, the strengths of the halogen and hydrogen
bonds in these systems tend to significantly weaken in water,
which agrees well with the elongation of intermolecular
distances. The interaction energies of the F− complexes
are predicted to be more negative than those of the Cl−,
Br−, and I− systems, indicating that the F− ion binds more
strongly with the receptors in water. However, the titration
experiments in aqueous media showed no detectable evidence
of the binding of F− ion by the macrocyclic receptors 1
and 3 [47]. This discrepancy can be ascribed to the
rarity of a “free” F− ion under normal experimental con-
ditions. In fact, the hydration of fluoride ion appears to be
very strong relative to other halide ions [75]. It is worth
mentioning here that in a water environment, the calculated
interaction energies of the complexes of 2 are somewhat
greater than those for the systems of 1 and 3. In this regard,
the binding affinities of halide anions in solution may be
improved when using the iodinated receptor 2. Very recently,
some halogen-bonding receptors based on I-PFCs were also
developed for tightly binding halide anions in solution [46,
51]. Therefore, the use of iodinated macrocycles and I-PFCs
is recommended as the basis for the design of halogen-
bonding-based receptors. From Table 3, it is also clear that
in the water environment, the observed order of halide
ion affinity (Br− > Cl− > I−) for the halogen-bonding
receptors 1 and 2 is consistent with experimental results which
show that receptor 1 exhibits an impressively high binding
affinity for Br−. Nonetheless, it must be pointed out that the
titration experiments were carried out in competitive aque-
ous solvent media (9:1 CD3OD/D2O) while the present
solution calculations were performed in water. This may

Table 3 Calculated energetic data for the complexes under studya

Complexes ΔEint ΔEdeform ΔHgas ΔGgas ΔEsol

1−F− −74.93 (−62.86) 15.08 −106.02 −94.99 −31.04

1−Cl− −51.17 (−45.37) 8.26 −56.41 −46.25 −3.91

1−Br− −47.50 (−41.55) 7.70 −51.94 −42.16 −4.07

1−I− −41.62 (−37.86) 6.69 −44.04 −34.64 −1.74

2−F− −84.30 (−73.93) 19.52 −119.38 −109.76 −38.45

2−Cl− −60.81 (−55.23) 11.54 −67.49 −58.63 −7.24

2−Br− −57.35 (−51.57) 10.90 −63.19 −54.65 −7.44

2−I− −51.69 (−47.76) 9.84 −54.92 −46.83 −5.41

3−F− −73.32 17.54 −123.78 −114.71 −42.86

3−Cl− −50.56 11.15 −61.03 −53.30 −3.39

3−Br− −45.72 10.26 −54.84 −47.27 −2.42

3−I− −39.02 9.37 −44.39 −37.29 0.69

a All values are given in kilocalories per mole. ΔEsol is the binding
energy for the complexes in water. The values in parentheses are the
binding energies calculated with B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p)-aVDZ
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result in certain discrepancies between the theoretical
results and experimental data.

Conclusions

In this work, quantum chemical calculations were per-
formed at the DFT/B3LYP level on the anion complexes
of 1–3, which were selected as models to understand the
binding behavior of macrocyclic receptors by bidentate hal-
ogen bonds and multiple hydrogen-bonding interactions. To
justify the reliability of the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ method for
describing the complexes under investigation, a preliminary
and comparative study of the simple systems of the bromi-
nated ion pair 4 was carried out at the B3LYP and MP2
levels with the same or a larger basis set. It was shown that
the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ calculations reliably predict the struc-
tures and relative order of affinity strengths of the X−

complexes.
For the halogenated receptors 1 and 2, halide ions are

held by two equivalent X...X− interactions that are less
linear than those in the small complexes of ion pair 4. To
accommodate the negatively charged guest anions, the
structures of the halogen-bonding receptors 1 and 2 fully
reorganize into a calix-like shape, attracting the two posi-
tively charged halogen atoms more closely. In the systems
of the nonhalogenated receptor 3, halide ions are involved in
four hydrogen-bonding interactions: two C2−H...X− and two
C8−H...X− hydrogen bonds. The major driving force for
complexation between receptor 3 and halide ions comes
from the two imidazolium C2−H...X− hydrogen bonds,
while the two benzene C8−H...X− interactions also contrib-
ute to the binding of anions. When guest anions are present,
both the imidazole and benzene rings in the hydrogen-
bonding receptor 3 tend to point towards the anions and
thus rotate to form a cage-like shape.

At the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level, the interaction energies for
the complexes under study span the range between −39.02
kcal mol−1 and −84.30 kcal mol−1. In particular, as com-
pared to the halogen-bonding receptors 1 and 2, the com-
puted interaction energies for the systems of the hydrogen-
bonding receptor 3 show a decease in absolute value. There-
fore, the binding affinities of anions in the gas phase
strengthen with the addition of halogen atoms to the imid-
azole rings of the cyclophane receptor. Moreover, in the
water environment, the calculated interaction energies of
the complexes of 2 appear to be somewhat greater than
those for the systems of 1 and 3. In this regard, the binding
affinities of the halide anions may be improved in solvent
media when using the iodinated receptor 2.

In summary, the incorporation of halogen atoms into the
macrocyclic framework induces disparate conformations of
the receptor to accommodate the halide ions as well as

totally different binding behavior towards the anions, thus
enabling halide ion recognition to take place via pure
halogen-bonding interactions. Moreover, the binding affin-
ities of the halide ions for the cyclophane receptor were
found to be enhanced with the introduction of halogen
atoms into functional groups of the receptor. The use of
iodinated macrocycles and I-PFCs is recommended as the
basis for the design of halogen-bonding-based receptors for
anion recognition. Our ongoing efforts focus on investigat-
ing the binding behaviors of more complex receptors that
possess multiple halogen-bond donors or hydrogen- and
halogen-bond donors towards various guest anions such as
NO3

−, HSO4
−, X−, etc.
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